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Part #Product Description Applications Size Packaging

TS-FMD-5 Polyurethane foam with 
Microdenier Polyester cover

Critical purpose swab with best in 
class "pick-up"

50 per bag, 20 
bags/case5” handle

TS-MW-3 Double-layer: microfiber 
over polyester knit

Features textured microfiber for 
excellent removal of oily residue 
& microcontamination

50 per bag, 2 
bags/pack
10 packs per 
case

3” handle

TS-P-5 Double-layer Polyester Knit
ESD compatible critical-purpose 
swab with excellent solvent 
absorbency

50 per bag, 2 
bags per pack5” handle

TS-F-3 Polyurethane Foam
For cleaning in controlled 
environments; high fluid 
absorbency

100 per bag, 25 
bags per case3” handle

TS-F-6 Polyurethane Foam
For cleaning in controlled 
environments; high fluid 
absorbency

100 per bag, 50 
bags/pack
2 packs/case

6” handle

TS-FMD-5-IPA
Double-layer microfiber over 
foam with 100% IPA in 
fluid-release handle

Useful to clean small, slotted and 
hard to reach areas with solvent

1 per packet, 50 
packets per box
10 boxes per 
carton

5” handle

TM-516-SS-CART
Stainless Steel Cart with 
hands-free wringer & double 
buckets

Versatile flat frame mopping 
system for every cleanroom class 1 per case

1 per case

TM-MFP-516P
Microfiber surface with 
absorbent strong support 
layer

The cleaning of microfiber and 
the absorbency of foam have the 
power to mop up contamination 
in your clean room
Use with TM-516HF-SS hardware

1 per bag, 50 bags 
per case

Pocket-style
5" x 16"

TM-MFPK-516P Knitted Microfiber with 
Polyester support

Easy to use critical environment 
mop for walls and floors
Use with TM-516HF-SS hardware

12 per casePocket-style
5" x 16"

5" x 16" Frame
4'-7' 

Adjustable 
Handle

2.5" x 8" Frame
22" x 36" 
Adjustable 

Handle

TM-QP258 2-ply Quilted Polyester
Ideal for under-hood and tight 
space cleaning in critical and 
controlled environments
Use with TM-QP258-SS hardware

1 per bag, 50 bags 
per case

Pocket-Style
2.5" x 8"

2 Tanks holding 
38L (clean) and 
13L (dirty) water

Outer 
dimensions 34.6"L 
x 24.4"W x 40"H

TM-516HF-SS
Stainless Steel mop frame 
with no-touch collapsible 
head

The durability and cleanliness of 
stainless steel with a no-touch 
feature to make bucket entry a 
touch-free breeze.

1 per caseTM-QP258-SS
Stainless Steel mop frame 
and handle sized for smaller 
space cleaning

The cleanliness of stainless steel 
sized for cleaning in tight spaces, 
such as under hoods, inside small 
chambers, and between 
equipment.
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